
The Value of PowerNotes in Reading and 
Writing Across Disciplines

Students increasingly access their instructional materials in digital environments (Gierdowski, 2019; Seaman & Seaman, 2019; Smale & Regaldo, 
2017). Similarly, most of the library resources they find and use for secondary research are also digital (e.g., PDFs and ebooks). Citation management 

applications like Zotero (free), Mendelay (free), and RefWorks (UArizona’s library subscription ended in February 2021) predominantly focus on 
resource tracking and citation generation. Some provide more robust note taking (like Zotero); however, none of them allow for highlighting and note 
taking that support students in digitally synthesizing across multiple sources. PowerNotes (https://powernotes.com/) allows for users to highlight text 

and images in digital sources, take notes on those sections, and then organize the notes to generate groupings of themed information and/or detailed 
outlines. PowerNotes also has a collaboration function that allows students to read and respond to one another’s work. Through peer commenting, 
students are “active agents in learning” who not only receive feedback but participate in knowledge construction (Nicol 502). The core activity in 
PowerNotes is highlight, tag with a theme/keyword, and take a note. The learning curve for those actions is minimal. In this presentation, we will 

present data from students on their perceptions of value and experiences implementing PowerNotes. In this session, we will show the data analysis 
while simultaneously asking the audience to: consider what the results might suggest about the courses that are being assessed; reflect on how that 

information might be used; consider how online programs might work to support reading, research, and writing; reflect on possible activities they can 
use to improve the student experience with reading, research and writing; and ask questions. We will provide participants with copies of activity 

prompts different instructors used with PowerNotes as well as access to presentation materials and a reference list.
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